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Once again, Nancy faces two puzzling mysteries at once! The first concerns a valuable 
collection of rare books that Mrs. Horace Merriam commissioned anart dealer to sell--has 
he swindled her instead? The second mystery revolves around the baffling theft of a 
beautiful marble statue. To solve both mysteries, the famous young detective disguises 
herself and assumes a false identity. Despite these precautions, danger stalks Nancy's 
every move. An attempted kidnapping, a nearly disastrous sailboat collision, and an 
encounter with a dishonest sculptor are just a few of the exciting challenges that Nancy is 
faced with as she gathers evidence against a clever ring of art thieves.
Carolyn Keene is a pen name used by a variety of authors for the classic Nancy Drew 
Mystery series. The first author to use the pseudonym was Mildred Wirt Benson, who wrote 
23 of the original 30 books. Other writers who have adapted the "Carolyn Keene" moniker 
include Leslie McFarlane, James Duncan Lawrence, Walter Karig, and Nancy Axelrod.
Other Books
Nancy Drew 13: The Mystery of the Ivory Charm, What secret life-giving power does the 
exquisite ivory elephant charm contain? Can the trinket really protect its wearer from all 
harm? Nancy Drew finds out when the owner of the Bengleton Wild-Animal Show asks her 
to investigate one of the performers who may be involved in some mysterious illegal 
scheme.The girl detective’s assignment becomes complicated when the elephant trainer’s 
young assistant, Rishi, seeks refuge at the Drew home from his cruel foster father, Rai.While 
following clues to help the boy find his real father, Nancy learns about an eerie abandoned 
house. She is harassed by its strange owner, Anita Allison, and the fiendish Rai. How Nancy 
uses the ivory charm, reunites a maharaja with his son, and brings the evildoers to justice 
will mystify readers from beginning to end.
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